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Abstract

We investigate the influence of active galactic nucleus (AGN) feedback on the galaxy cold gas content and its
connection to galaxy quenching in three hydrodynamical simulations of Illustris, IllustrisTNG, and SIMBA. By
comparing to the observed atomic and molecular neutral hydrogen measurements for central galaxies, we find that
Illustris overpredicts the cold gas masses in star-forming galaxies and significantly underpredicts them for
quenched galaxies. IllustrisTNG performs better in this comparison than Illustris, but quenched galaxies retain too
much cold gas compared with observations. SIMBA shows good agreement with observations, by depleting the
global cold gas reservoir for quenched galaxies. We find that the discrepancies in IllustrisTNG are caused by its
weak kinetic AGN feedback that only redistributes the cold gas from the inner disks to the outer regions and
reduces the inner cold gas densities. It agrees with observations much better when only the cold gas within the
stellar disk is considered to infer the star formation rates. From dependences of the cold gas reservoir on the black
hole mass and Eddington ratio, we find that the cumulative energy release during the black hole growth is the
dominant reason for the cold gas depletion and thus the galaxy quenching. We further measure the central stellar
surface density within 1 kpc (Σ1) for the high-resolution run of IllustrisTNG and find a tight correlation between Σ1

and black hole mass. It suggests that the observed decreasing trend of cold gas mass with Σ1 is also a reflection of
the black hole growth.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: AGN host galaxies (2017); Galaxy quenching (2040); H I line emission
(690); Interstellar atomic gas (833); Star formation (1569); Hydrodynamical simulations (767)

1. Introduction

How massive galaxies quench their star formation is one of
the key questions in the study of galaxy evolution. Various
physical mechanisms have been proposed to understand the
quenching process (see, e.g., Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Bower
et al. 2006; Croton et al. 2006; Dekel & Birnboim 2006; Martig
et al. 2009; Ishibashi & Fabian 2012; Zolotov et al. 2015).
Among them, the feedback from active galactic nuclei (AGNs)
is thought to be one of the most effective channels to shut down
star formation (see Heckman & Best 2014 and references
therein). In fact, studies using hydrodynamical simulations and
semianalytic models have shown that the observed galaxy
properties, such as the stellar mass function, quenched fraction,
and morphology, can be reasonably reproduced only when
AGN feedback is included in the galaxy formation models (see,
e.g., Di Matteo et al. 2005; McCarthy et al. 2011; Dubois
et al. 2016; Beckmann et al. 2017; Kaviraj et al. 2017; Donnari
et al. 2021).

Galaxy star formation is fueled by the cold gas supply, as
indicated in the empirical relation between the star formation
rate (SFR) surface density and the cold gas surface density, well
known as the Kennicutt–Schmidt law (Schmidt 1959; Kenni-
cutt 1998). It is generally agreed that the atomic neutral
hydrogen (H I) gas needs to be converted to the molecular
hydrogen (H2) to form stars (Wong & Blitz 2002; Kennicutt
et al. 2007; Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008). Thus, star
formation quenching could be due to the depletion of the H I gas
reservoir, the prevention of conversion from H I to H2, or the
low star formation efficiency ( MSFR H2

; Man & Belli 2018).
The influence of AGN feedback in all these processes is of
special importance for the galaxy formation models.
With the implementation of reasonable subgrid physics of star

formation and feedback mechanisms, the modern hydrodynami-
cal simulations generally agree well with the observed properties
of galaxy stellar components (e.g., Vogelsberger et al. 2014;
Schaye et al. 2015; Pillepich et al. 2018; Davé et al. 2019).
However, it is becoming more challenging for them to reproduce
the observations of neutral hydrogen gas (Crain et al. 2015;
Guo et al. 2017; Diemer et al. 2019; Davé et al. 2020;
Guo et al. 2020), including the cold gas mass functions (e.g.,
Keres et al. 2003; Zwaan et al. 2005; Martin et al. 2010; Jones
et al. 2018; Fletcher et al. 2021) and the cold gas scaling
relations (see Saintonge & Catinella 2022 for a review).
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The cold gas content in galaxies can also provide important
clues to the causes of galaxy quenching (e.g., Appleby
et al. 2020; Davé et al. 2020; Davies et al. 2020; Piotrowska
et al. 2022; Ward et al. 2022). However, a key limitation of the
current cold gas observations is the lack of large and
homogeneous catalogs that fairly sample the star-forming and
quenched galaxies. The lesser cold gas content in the quenched
galaxies makes their H I or H2 signals typically below the
detection limits of the relevant surveys. The spectra stacking
technique can be adopted to bypass this limitation to obtain the
average cold gas masses for different populations (see, e.g.,
Fabello et al. 2011; Saintonge et al. 2016; Ellison et al. 2019;
Guo et al. 2020).

By spectra stacking the H I signals of star-forming and
quenched galaxies, Guo et al. (2021; hereafter G21) found that
star formation in the local universe is directly regulated by the
available H I gas reservoir, extending the previous results based
on much smaller samples (Saintonge et al. 2016). Therefore,
measuring the H I and H2 gas in AGN and non-AGN host
galaxies is helpful for understanding the influence of AGN
feedback. However, direct observational probes of the gas
content reveal no strong differences between AGN and non-
AGN hosts, for H I (Fabello et al. 2011; Geréb et al. 2015;
Ellison et al. 2019) and H2 gas (Saintonge et al. 2017;
Shangguan et al. 2020). Indirect probes of the total cold gas
mass based on the gas-to-dust ratio have reported similar or
even higher gas masses of AGN hosts (Vito et al. 2014;
Shangguan et al. 2018; Shangguan & Ho 2019). It has been
suggested that AGN feedback might only directly affect the
cold gas in the central regions of galaxies and is ineffective at
clearing out gas at larger radii, and thus has little effect on the
total gas mass (Fluetsch et al. 2019; Ellison et al. 2021). While
the short timescale of AGN activity may play a role in the
observed gas properties of AGN and non-AGN hosts, the self-
regulating black hole growth (Heckman & Best 2014) would
also suggest that galaxies with greater cold gas content tend to
have stronger AGN feedback, as shown in some recent works
(Koss et al. 2021; Guo et al. 2022).

In order to better understand the role of AGN in star
formation quenching, in this paper, we make use of three state-
of-the-art hydrodynamical simulations, Illustris (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014), IllustrisTNG (Marinacci et al. 2018; Naiman
et al. 2018; Nelson et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018; Springel
et al. 2018), and SIMBA (Davé et al. 2019). By comparing
their simulated H I gas masses in star-forming and quenched
galaxies with the observed values of G21, we are able to
investigate the potential observational effects of AGN feedback
in different galaxy formation models. Since the gas content of
satellite galaxies suffers from severe environmental effects,
such as ram pressure and tidal stripping (Brown et al. 2017;
Cortese et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2021, 2022), we focus on
studies of central galaxies (i.e., locating at the centers of their
host dark matter halos) as in G21.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the simulations and observational data we used. We
show the results in Section 3. Discussions and conclusions are
presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Throughout
the paper, the stellar and H I masses are all in units of M☉. We
assume a flat ΛCDM cosmology of Ωm= 0.307, ΩΛ= 0.693,
and h= 0.7, consistent with the H I observations.

2. Data and Method

2.1. Observational Measurements

We adopt the observational measurements of average H I
masses for star-forming galaxies (hereafter SFGs) and
quenched galaxies (hereafter QGs) from G21 for central
galaxies only. They were obtained from stacking the H I
spectra (Guo et al. 2020) in the overlap regions between the
H I data of the Arecibo Fast Legacy ALFA Survey (ALFALFA;
Giovanelli et al. 2005; Haynes et al. 2011, 2018) and the
optical main galaxy sample of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
(SDSS; York et al. 2000) DR7 (Abazajian et al. 2009). The
central galaxies are identified using the galaxy group catalog of
Lim et al. (2017). Due to the H I flux limit of the ALFALFA
survey, their measurements are only in the redshift range of
0.0025< z< 0.06, which can be directly compared with the
simulation outputs at z∼ 0. The accuracy of such an H I
stacking method has been verified using mock galaxy catalogs
(Chauhan et al. 2021).
The H I mass measurements in G21 are in fact á ñMlog HI , as

the average is obtained by coadding the H I fluxes of stacked
galaxies. We refer readers to G21 for the details of H I spectra
stacking. For fair comparisons, we will also measure the same
quantity in the following simulations. The galaxy stellar mass
and star formation rate in G21 are adopted from the GSWLC-2
catalog (Salim et al. 2018) using the UV/optical spectral
energy distribution (SED) fitting to the photometry of SDSS
galaxies.

2.2. Illustris Simulation

In this paper, we use the highest-resolution simulation of the
Illustris suite, Illustris-1 (Nelson et al. 2015), which was run
using the AREPO code (Springel 2010), with a volume of
753 Mpc3 h−3. The dark matter and baryon mass resolutions are
6.26× 106M☉ and 1.26× 106M☉, respectively (Vogelsberger
et al. 2014). The AGN feedback model in Illustris is composed
of three different modes, i.e., quasar, radio, and radiative modes
(Sijacki et al. 2015). In the high-accretion quasar mode, a small
fraction of the AGN bolometric luminosity is thermally and
isotropically coupled to the surrounding gas with an efficiency
of 0.05, which would lead to effective energy-driven outflows.
The most important feature of the Illustris AGN model is in

the low-accretion radio mode, where hot bubbles are randomly
injected into the circumgalactic medium (CGM) within a
sphere around each black hole (Sijacki et al. 2007). The sphere
radius is twice the bubble radius and the injected thermal
energy is determined by

( )  d=E c M , 1bub m r
2

BH

where òm= 0.35 is the efficiency of mechanical heating by
bubbles, the radiative efficiency òr is set as 0.2 (Sijacki
et al. 2015), δMBH is the increased black hole mass, and c is the
speed of light. The bubble radius is calculated from both Ebub

and the density of the surrounding CGM.
The transition from quasar to radio mode in Illustris happens

when the Eddington ratio fedd drops below a threshold of 0.05.
The Eddington ratio is defined as

( )

=f

M

M
, 2edd

BH

Edd

2
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with MEdd being the Eddington accretion rate. The radiative
AGN feedback in Illustris is added by modifying the net gas
cooling rate in the vicinity of the black hole particle.

Though Illustris can explain observations well in many
aspects, it is found that its gas fractions of galaxy groups and
clusters are too low (Genel et al. 2014). This may be ascribed to
the excessive gas removal by the thermal bubbles injected in
the radio mode, as also found in this work.

2.3. IllustrisTNG Simulation

The IllustrisTNG (hereafter TNG) simulation (Nelson
et al. 2019a) is an improvement upon Illustris in both the
numerical techniques of the AREPO code (Pakmor et al. 2016)
and the galaxy formation model (Weinberger et al. 2017;
Pillepich et al. 2018). The most significant difference is that the
radio bubble feedback in Illustris is replaced with the kinetic
wind feedback in TNG. As in Illustris, the thermal energy is
injected in a small volume around each black hole for the high-
accretion state in the thermal mode. But in the low-accretion
state, once the black holes accumulate enough energy above a
certain threshold, the kinetic energy will be released as a
momentum boost to the gas cells in the feedback region. The
feedback energy is formulated as

( ) D =E M c 3low f,kin BH
2

where the coupling efficiency òf,kin is proportional to the
surrounding gas density and has a maximum of 0.2 (more
details are presented in Weinberger et al. 2017).

The threshold χ of fedd for the transition from thermal mode
to kinetic mode is determined by

[ ( ) ] ( )☉c = M Mmin 0.002 10 , 0.1 . 4BH
8 2

As shown in Terrazas et al. (2020), the AGN feedback will be
gradually dominated by the kinetic mode when MBH exceeds
108.2M☉.

In this paper, we focus on the TNG100-1 simulation, with a
box size of 75 h−1 Mpc on a side. The dark matter particle and
gas cell masses are slightly larger than those in Illustris due to
the use of Planck2015 cosmology instead of WMAP-9. For
both Illustris and TNG, the stellar mass for each galaxy is
defined as the total mass of stellar particles within twice the
stellar half-mass radius (i.e., 2Rhalf; Nelson et al. 2019a). To
ensure robust measurements of galaxy properties, we have
required the lower limit of galaxy stellar mass to be 109M☉ for
our final sample. The final galaxy sample sizes for Illustris and
TNG100-1 are 20,742 and 10,942, respectively.

Star formation in Illustris and TNG is regulated by a
modified two-phase interstellar medium (ISM) model of
Springel & Hernquist (2003), where stochastic star formation
occurs in gas cells exceeding a given density threshold of
nH= 0.106 cm−3. To obtain the H I gas mass in both Illustris
and TNG, we use the post-processing framework presented in
Diemer et al. (2018), where five different models have been
applied for the atomic-to-molecular transition. The H I and H2

masses are measured within the whole subhalo containing the
corresponding galaxy. We explore the effects of different
atomic-to-molecular transition models in the Appendix. The
results of different H I models are quite consistent with each
other, as also confirmed in Diemer et al. (2019). While there are
slightly larger differences for the H2 measurements, our
conclusions are not affected by the model variations.

We only use the output of the “K13” model with the
projected quantities (Krumholz 2013) in Diemer et al. (2018).
Krumholz (2013) took the varying interstellar radiation field
and cold gas density within the ISM into consideration, as they
will affect the molecular fraction of the neutral hydrogen ( fH2

)
and SFR. In this prescription, fH2

is determined from the UV
background (UMW) and cold phase column density of the ISM
(nCNM) as follows

( ) ( )


⎧
⎨⎩

=
- + <

f
s s s

s
1 3 4 if 2

0 if 2
, 5H2

where

( ) ( )c c
t

º
+ +

s
ln 1 0.6 0.01

0.6
, 6

c

2

and

( ) ( )c º -
-7.2U

n

10 cm
, 7MW

CNM
3

1

with τc being the optical depth of a cloud. Since the UV field is
estimated from the input SFR, the post-processed cold gas mass
in TNG will not be self-consistent at different redshift outputs.
We will further discuss this in Section 4. We refer the readers
to Diemer et al. (2018) for more details.
To investigate the small-scale structural differences between

star-forming and quenched populations, we also use the
TNG50-1 simulation (Nelson et al. 2019b; Pillepich
et al. 2019), the highest mass resolution of the TNG suite,
for calculating the central stellar surface density within 1 kpc
(referred to as the Σ1 parameter) in Section 3.5. Its box size is
35 h−1 Mpc on a side and the mass resolution is about
8.5× 104M☉, 16.5 times higher than that of TNG100-1,
allowing us to resolve internal details of galaxies. We will
further make use of M*, SFR, MBH, and H I and H2 masses (as
well as their density profiles) from the public release of
TNG50-1 in Section 3.5. These parameters are measured in the
same way as in TNG100-1. The final sample size for TNG50-1
is 1618.

2.4. SIMBA Simulation

The SIMBA simulations (Davé et al. 2019) are based on the
MUFASA suite of cosmological hydrodynamic simulations
(Davé et al. 2016), running with the GIZMO code (Hop-
kins 2015). We adopt the simulation run of m100n1024, with a
box size of 100 h−1 Mpc on a side. The dark matter and the
initial baryon mass resolutions are 9.6× 107M☉ and
1.82× 107M☉, respectively. These mass resolutions are about
13 times poorer than for TNG100-1. The galaxies in SIMBA
are identified on the fly using a 6D friends-of-friends algorithm
with a linking length 0.0056 times the mean particle separation.
Each gas particle in a halo is assigned to the galaxy that has the
largest value of Mbaryon/R

2, with Mbaryon being the total
baryonic mass and R the distance to galaxy center. The final
sample includes 23,759 galaxies with M* > 109M☉, which
corresponds to about 55 star particles.
Different from Illustris and TNG, where the black hole

accretion is parameterized in terms of Eddington-limited
Bondi–Hoyle–Lyttleton accretion (Di Matteo et al. 2005),
SIMBA uses a two-mode black hole accretion model, i.e.,
torque-limited accretion for cold gas (T< 105K ) and Bondi

3
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accretion for hot gas (T> 105K ). In the former mode, the gas
inflow rate MTorque is driven by disk gravitational instabilities
following Hopkins & Quataert 2011 (see also Anglés-Alcázar
et al. 2013, 2015, 2017) and multiplied by an efficiency of 0.1
to match the local MBH–M* relation, while in the latter mode,
the standard Bondi accretion rate is suppressed by the same
efficiency of 0.1 as in MTorque.

The black hole feedback mechanism in SIMBA consists of a
kinetic feedback and an X-ray energy feedback. The kinetic
subgrid model in SIMBA is designed to mimic the observed
two-mode AGN feedback, with the high-accretion and low-
accretion modes divided by the Eddington ratio of fedd= 0.2. In
the high-accretion mode, an MBH-dependent outflow velocity is
applied to gas surrounding the black hole, with a typical
velocity of less than 1000 km s−1, mimicking radiative AGN
winds. In the low-accretion mode (jet mode) with fedd< 0.2 and
MBH> 107.5M☉, the outflow velocity significantly increases
with decreasing fedd, with the full-speed jets (∼8000 km s−1)
achieved at fedd< 0.02. When the full-speed jet is activated and
the gas fraction Mgas/M* is lower than 0.2, the X-ray feedback
will be introduced by injecting additional energy into the
surrounding gas. We refer the readers to Davé et al. (2019) for
more details.

The star formation in SIMBA is directly modeled with the
Kennicutt–Schmidt law by calculating the molecular gas
fraction of the total gas, ¢fH2

, following the subgrid model of
Krumholz & Gnedin (2011), similarly as in Equations (5)–(7);
(Davé et al. 2020). We emphasize that ¢fH2

here is the molecular
fraction for any given gas (including helium and metals), rather
than just neutral hydrogen as in TNG. But the parameter χ of
Equation (6) in SIMBA is a function of local metallicity in the
gas cell, rather than estimated in post-processing from SFR as
in Illustris and TNG. Moreover, the SFR for a given gas
element in SIMBA is calculated as

( )r= ¢f tSFR 0.02 , 8H dyn2

where ρ is the gas density and r=t G1dyn is the local
dynamical time. The H I fraction of a given gas element is
computed using the prescription of Rahmati et al. (2013),
accounting for the self-shielding effect. Adding the H I and H2

fractions gives the total neutral gas fraction. In this way, the
galaxy cold gas mass can be self-consistently computed on the
fly during the simulation run of SIMBA (Davé et al. 2020).

2.5. Star Formation Main Sequence

To compare with the observational H I mass measurements
for SFGs and QGs, we similarly divide the galaxy samples in
the simulations into two populations. For each simulation, we
only select central galaxies with M* > 109M☉ at z= 0, which
are fully resolved for the different simulation resolutions. We
show the distributions of galaxy samples in the SFR–M* plane
in Figure 1 for Illustris (left panel), TNG (middle panel), and
SIMBA (right panel), respectively. As is common practice, we
define the star formation main sequence (SFMS) by fitting the
number density peaks for galaxies with specific SFR (sSFR)
larger than 10−11 yr−1 using a simple power law for Illustris
and TNG. The best-fitting relations for the SFMS are shown as
the solid black lines in the left and middle panels. Since the
SFMS for SIMBA is apparently curved for M* > 109.5M☉, we
only use the median values of SFR in each M* bin for galaxies
with sSFR> 10−10.8 yr−1 as the SFMS and use interpolation
for the relevant calculations, rather than fitting it with a
functional form. The best-fitting SFMS relations for Illustris
and TNG are

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr 0.95log 8.62, 9MS,Illustris
1

*

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr 0.83log 8.32. 10MS,TNG
1

*

Our fitting parameters for the SFMS are consistent with
previous studies (Weinberger et al. 2018; Donnari et al. 2019;
Hahn et al. 2019; Donnari et al. 2021). For example, Hahn et al.
(2019) used = -MlogSFR 1.01log 10.02MS * for galaxies in
Illustris and Donnari et al. (2019) adopted a similar definition
of = -MlogSFR 0.8log 8.15MS * for TNG.
The observational definition of the SFMS in G21 (shown as

dashed blue lines) is to fit the average SFR for SFGs with a
third-order polynomial as

( )
( ) ( )

( )
☉ =- +

-

-

11

M M M

M

log SFR yr 2.61log 0.46 log

0.02 log ,

MS,G21
1 2

3
* *

*

where the slope of the SFMS is gradually becoming flatter for
more massive galaxies. Their cut to separate SFGs and QGs is

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr 0.65log 7.25. 12cut,G21
1

*

Figure 1. Distribution of central galaxies as a function of SFR and M*. Each panel from left to right is Illustris, TNG, and SIMBA, respectively. The bins are color
coded by the logarithmic number of galaxies. Black lines are the SFMS for Illustris and TNG, while black dots are shown in SIMBA. Red dotted lines are the
separation of star-forming and quenched populations for all simulations (Equations (13)–(15)). The observed SFMS of G21 is shown as the blue dashed line in each
panel.
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To be consistent with literature, for Illustris and TNG, the
cuts between SFGs and QGs are simply 1 dex below the SFMS,

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr 0.95log 9.62 13cut,Illustris
1

*

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr 0.83log 9.32. 14cut,TNG
1

*

For SIMBA, we follow the definition of Davé et al. (2019) as

( ) ( )☉ = -- M Mlog SFR yr log 10.8. 15cut,SIMBA
1

*
The conclusions of our study are not significantly affected by

the definitions of the cuts, as they are all around 3σ below the
SFMS in each simulation. We note that all galaxies below these
cuts are regarded as QGs, including those without SFR
measurements (i.e., SFR= 0) due to the simulation resolution
limits.

The distributions of central galaxies in the SFR–M* plane
for the three simulations are quite different from each other.
But QGs are well separated from SFGs with the cuts applied.
We expect that the low-mass QGs of M* < 109.5M☉ are more
likely the low-SFR tail of SFGs. We will focus on the massive
galaxies of M* > 109.5M☉ in this study.

3. Results

3.1. H I–Stellar Mass Relation

In Figure 2, we show comparisons of H I–stellar mass
relations between observational measurements of G21 (circles
and squares) and simulation predictions for SFGs (blue solid
lines) and QGs (red dotted lines). From left to right, we present
simulation results of Illustris, TNG, and SIMBA, respectively.
The H I spectra stacking in G21 works by adding the H I fluxes
of all stacked galaxies. Even for those galaxies with H I fluxes
below the individual detection limit of the telescope, their
contribution to the total signal is still counted in the stacking.
This is especially important for QGs with typically low H I
fluxes (Saintonge et al. 2016). For fair comparisons with G21,
we calculate 〈MHI〉 by ∑iMHI,i/N, where MHI,i is the H I mass
for the ith galaxy in a given stellar mass bin, including those
with MHI= 0 (i.e., their H I mass is below the simulation
resolution). N is the total number of galaxies in this bin.

It is consistently shown in all simulations that QGs have
much less H I gas content than SFGs, i.e., the quenched state of
galaxies is associated with the loss of the H I reservoir,
confirming the finding of G21.

For the Illustris simulation, there is almost no dependence of
MHI on M* for SFGs, with a significantly higher H I mass for
M* < 1010.5M☉ compared to G21. However, the H I masses of
QGs are on average 0.4 dex lower than observed values, which
is consistent with the findings of Genel et al. (2014).
The physical origin of discrepancies in Illustris is that

quasar-mode feedback in low-mass galaxies is less effective,
while radio-mode is too strong for massive ones. In TNG, the
coupling efficiency in the high-accretion state òf,high has been
increased to 0.1 (Weinberger et al. 2017), compared with 0.05
in Illustris. This reduces the H I mass for SFGs with low stellar
masses, i.e., M* < 1010M☉, producing better agreement with
observations. But the H I mass of QGs in this range is further
decreased, leading to larger discrepancies. For massive galaxies
of M* > 1010M☉, energy released from the kinetic feedback,
which is in the form of momentum injection, significantly
increases in TNG (Weinberger et al. 2018). This effectively
reduces the gas density surrounding the central black hole, but
the remaining total H I gas still seems to be overabundant
compared to G21. It is surprising that the differences between
SFGs and QGs are decreasing for massive galaxies, with QGs
possessing far too much H I, but not triggering star formation.
SIMBA generally agrees with observations well for both

SFGs and QGs, with the difference in MHI remaining roughly
constant at around 0.6 dex as in G21. There is a trend in
SIMBA that the dependence of MHI on M* becomes much
weaker for M* > 1010M☉, which is especially clear for QGs
with the abrupt change of slope occurring at around
M*∼ 1010.1M☉. It is mainly caused by the mode changes in
the AGN feedback models of SIMBA, as this mass scale
corresponds to a black hole mass around of 107.5M☉ where the
jet-mode feedback starts to take effect and the black hole
growth becomes slower (Habouzit et al. 2021).
Due to the large discrepancy between Illustris and observa-

tions, we will only analyze the TNG and SIMBA simulations in
the following and focus on galaxies with M* > 109.5M☉.

3.2. Star Formation and the Cold Gas Reservoir

Following G21, we similarly define the H I main sequence
(HIMS) as the median values of MHI(M*) in each M* bin for
SFGs, shown as the black points in the top panels of Figure 3.
The distribution of QGs is represented by the gray dots in each
panel. QGs in TNG have comparable amounts of H I gas to
SFGs, as seen in Figure 2. But there is an apparent offset

Figure 2. Average H I mass of central galaxies as a function of stellar mass. From left to right, the results are shown for SFGs (blue) and QGs (red) in Illustris,
TNG100, and SIMBA, respectively. We show the simulation predictions as solid (SFGs) and dotted (QGs) lines with the shaded regions representing the 1σ error
distributions using a bootstrapping method, while the observational measurements of Guo et al. (2021) are displayed with circles for SFGs and squares for QGs.
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between the H I masses of SFGs and QGs in SIMBA, which is
also consistent with right panel in Figure 2. We also define the
H2 main sequence (H2MS) in the same way as the HIMS in the
bottom panels of Figure 3, where the distributions of SFGs and
QGs are similar to the top panels. For comparison, we also
show the observational HIMS from G21, as well as the H2MS
from Janowiecki et al. (2020) as red dotted lines in Figure 3,
which are defined as

( ) ( )☉ = +M Mlog 0.42log M 5.35 16HIMS *

( ) ( )☉ = +M M Mlog 0.74log 1.44. 17H MS2 *

Because the HIMS and H2MS in simulations cannot be simply
described by power-law relations, we will use interpolation in
the following calculations. The HIMS relations in both TNG
and SIMBA agree with that of G21 reasonably well. But MHI

is overpredicted in TNG for massive galaxies with M* >
1010.5M☉, as in Figure 2. The discrepancies are relatively
smaller here, as the black dots shown are the median values
rather than 〈MHI〉 in Figure 2.

However, both TNG and SIMBA overpredict the H2MS by
around 0.5 dex, as also seen in Davé et al. (2020). In this sense,
it is more meaningful and practical to compare the distances
from corresponding main-sequence values for SFR, MHI, and

MH2
, as follows

( )D = -log SFR logSFR logSFR 18MS

( )D = -M M Mlog log log 19HI HI HIMS

( )D = -M M Mlog log log . 20H H H MS2 2 2

The advantage of using these scaled measurements is the
removal of the stellar mass dependence. The traditional
measurements of sSFR and the gas fraction are decreasing
with stellar mass, even when galaxies are still on the SFMS
(Saintonge et al. 2016; Catinella et al. 2018). Therefore, the
trends of decreasing sSFR and gas fractions with other physical
parameters would potentially be complicated by the stellar
mass dependence.
In the left panel of Figure 4, we quantitatively compare the

relations between Dlog SFR and D Mlog HI. The predictions
from TNG and SIMBA are compared with the observational
measurements of G21. For fair comparisons, we only include
galaxies with M* > 109.5M☉ in both observations and simula-
tions. As expected, when the SFR decreases, galaxies in
SIMBA behave similarly to the observational measurements,
withMHI smoothly reduced by ∼0.6 dex during quenching. But
it seems to overpredict MHI for galaxies above the SFMS,
which are dominated by low-mass galaxies of M* < 1010.5M☉.
However, the H I mass distribution in TNG has a much larger

Figure 3. Distribution of galaxies in the planes of MHI–M* (top panels) and MH2
–M* (bottom panels) for TNG (left) and SIMBA (right), respectively. The H I and H2

main sequences are defined as the corresponding median values for SFGs in different M* bins, shown as the black points. Distributions of SFGs and QGs are
represented by the contour and gray dots in each panel. The probability distribution of SFGs is represented by the logarithmic color scales. The red dotted lines are
HIMS and H2MS defined in G21 and Janowiecki et al. (2020), shown as Equations (16) and (17).
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scatter and the median MHI only marginally decreases by less
than 0.2 dex, even though the SFR decreases by more than
2 dex from the SFMS.

The trend is very similar if we instead compare the relation
between SFR and H2 for the two simulations, shown in the
right panel of Figure 4. Obtaining H2 measurements for a large
number of galaxies (as for the H I measurements from G21) is
very challenging in technique, especially for QGs. Because of
the low line transition probability of H2, the CO emission lines
are commonly considered as the tracers of H2. But the lower
abundance of CO in galaxies makes it also harder to detect
compared to the abundant H I. We show the H2 measurements
from the xCOLD GASS sample (Saintonge et al. 2017) of 532
galaxies (199 are nondetections) for comparison, and adopt the
SFMS and H2MS definitions for xCOLD GASS galaxies from
Janowiecki et al. (2020). We note that the H2 measurements for
D <log SFR −1.2 are mostly upper limits due to the
nondetections (shown as the peach dashed line in the right
panel). Therefore, QGs have MH2

decreased by at least 0.7 dex
from the main-sequence values, which is consistent with the H I
observations of G21.

The agreement between SIMBA and xCOLD GASS is
remarkably good for the available measurements of
D >log SFR −1.2. TNG shows a similar agreement for SFGs
of D >log SFR −0.5. For lower SFRs, the median values in
TNG are slightly higher than the xCOLD GASS measurements,
but they are still consistent within the estimated errors. We will
further discuss the effect of different aperture sizes when
comparing the measurements from simulations with those from
observations in Section 3.5.

3.3. Cold Gas Density Profile

In addition to the total cold gas content for SFGs and QGs, it
is useful to compare the spatial distribution of H I in the two
populations. In Figure 5, we show the 3D density profiles of H I
for galaxies with M*� 109.5M☉ in TNG (left) and SIMBA
(right). The median 3D H I mass densities ρHI for SFGs and
QGs are represented by blue circles and red squares,
respectively. We show the median values along with the
20th–80th percentile ranges. There are 4716 (10,729) SFGs and

1638 (5593) QGs with M*� 109.5M☉ in TNG (SIMBA). Mass
density ρHI is obtained from the median H I densities of all
SFGs (or QGs) in equally spaced ( )r Rlog half bins, where the
distance to galaxy center r is scaled by the corresponding stellar
half-mass radius Rhalf.
We note that there are still many galaxies with ρHI below the

simulation resolutions (i.e., MHI= 0) in each r/Rhalf bin
(especially for QGs), and we have manually set the lower
limit as ρHI= 10−6M☉ kpc−3 to properly show these galaxies
in the figure. The percentile range is selected to avoid having
too many galaxies at the lower limit. For the QGs in TNG, the
fraction of galaxies with MHI= 0 in the two innermost bins are
75.82% and 56.96%, respectively. Thus, we do not show the
median values for these two bins in the left panel of Figure 5.
There are stark differences in the H I density distributions of

SFGs and QGs in TNG and SIMBA. QGs in TNG have
significantly lower ρHI within ∼3Rhalf, but there is much more
H I gas in the outer regions compared to their star-forming
counterparts. However, QGs in SIMBA have a consistently
lower H I mass than the corresponding SFGs. In the inner
region of r< 3Rhalf, QGs seem to have close H I distributions to
SFGs. This is very different from the trend in TNG, where QGs
have significantly lower H I densities in the inner, but much
higher values in the outer.
We also check the profile of the H2 density in TNG and find

a very similar trend as in the case of H I, shown as blue solid
and red dashed lines for SFGs and QGs, respectively. But most
of the median values of rH2

in each r/Rhalf bin in SIMBA is
below the simulation resolution, which might be caused by the
discrete distributions of H2 clumps in SIMBA as they are
calculated on-the-fly at each time step (Davé et al. 2020), rather
than in the post-processing treatment in TNG. Therefore, we do
not show the rH2

for SIMBA. But if we calculate the average
( )r r RH half

2
in each bin, the trends in both simulations will be

quite similar as in the case of ρHI.

3.4. Black Hole Growth and AGN Feedback

While in both TNG and SIMBA, AGN feedback is set as the
primary mechanism to quench massive galaxies, it has been

Figure 4. Left: relation between SFR and MHI, scaled by the corresponding values on the SFMS, i.e., SFR/SFRMS and MHI/MHI,MS. Right: similar relation between
SFR and MH2

. The measurements of TNG, SIMBA, G21, and xCOLD GASS are shown as blue circles, red squares, yellow lines, and peach lines, respectively. The
peach dashed line in the right panel shows the upper limits of the xCOLD GASS nondetections. The data points shown are the median values and the errors are
estimated from the 16th to 84th percentile ranges. For clarity, the SFR measurements for TNG are shifted leftwards by 0.1 dex. The horizontal dotted lines indicate the
positions of the HIMS (left) and H2MS (right), while the vertical ones are for the SFMS. Only galaxies with M* > 109.5 M☉ are included in both observations and
simulations.
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suggested that the cumulative energy release from AGNs,
rather than the instantaneous feedback, determines whether or
not galaxies would be quenched (Terrazas et al. 2020; Zinger
et al. 2020; Piotrowska et al. 2022). It is thus important to
check the effects of both cumulative and instantaneous AGN
feedback on the cold gas content. Figure 6 shows the
distributions of galaxies in the MBH–fedd plane for TNG (left)
and SIMBA (right). The galaxy distributions are color coded by
D Mlog HI (top panels) and D Mlog H2

(bottom panels). The
distributions of central SFGs and QGs are represented by blue
and red contours, respectively. The demarcation lines for
different AGN feedback modes (detailed in Sections 2.3 and
2.4) in both simulations are shown as dotted lines.

QGs in TNG can be well separated from SFGs with a black
hole mass threshold of MBH> 108.2M☉. However, SFGs and
QGs in SIMBA are more overlapped in the MBH–fedd plane.
But the cut of MBH= 107.5M☉ can still reasonably separate the
two populations, as well as the two AGN feedback modes.
They can also be distinguished with the Eddington ratio cut of

~ -flog 3edd (Thomas et al. 2019). The orange solid line in
the right panel shows the position of fedd= 0.02, where the
maximal ejection velocity is achieved in SIMBA. It is clear that
QGs in SIMBA mostly have fedd< 0.02. The values of
D Mlog HI and D Mlog H2

are also gradually decreasing from
SFGs to QGs, consistent with the results of Figure 4.

Unlike SIMBA, gas-rich galaxies in TNG tend to distribute
more in the transition area between the thermal and kinetic
modes. It is likely caused by the fact that both strong thermal
and kinetic feedback will significantly reduce the cold gas
reservoir. But the distribution of gas-rich galaxies is still wide-
spread in TNG, resulting in the weak dependence on SFR in
Figure 4.

In Figure 7, we show a similar relation between Dlog SFR
and D Mlog HI as in Figure 4 for TNG (upper panels) and
SIMBA (bottom panels). The galaxy samples are further
separated into two MBH (left) and fedd (right) bins, shown as
different colors. The filled circles and squares are for the total
H I mass MHI as in Figure 4, while the solid and dotted lines

represent the corresponding H I mass measurements within
2Rhalf and Rhalf, denoted as MHI,2Rhalf

and MHI,Rhalf
, respectively.

The measurements of MHI,2Rhalf
, (MHI,2Rhalf

), and MHI

represent the H I gas within the galactic center, the whole
galaxy, and the whole subhalo (or circumgalactic medium),
respectively. The three D Mlog are measured as the distances
to their own HIMSs. It demonstrates that the depletion of H I
gas with larger MBH in TNG is increasingly stronger when
approaching the galaxy center. The overall trend of MHI,2Rhalf

agrees much better with the observations. Because D Mlog HI
does not reduce strongly with the decreasing SFR, it means that
the kinetic AGN feedback in TNG mainly works to redistribute
the inner gas to the outer, preventing the star formation in the
galactic center.
The effect of fedd is very weak for D <log SFR −1. But for

SFGs (i.e., D >log SFR −1), galaxies with high fedd will have
somewhat less H I gas by a maximal amount of ∼0.5 dex,
which is related to the thermal energy release in the high-
accretion model AGN feedback (Weinberger et al. 2017). It is
also clear that the influence of fedd does not change with the
distance to galactic center.
The measurements of Dlog MHI within different radii are all

consistent with each other for SFGs in cases of different MBH

and fedd. We further check that the density profiles of SFGs
with different MBH and fedd have similar shapes. It means that
the feedback from high-fedd AGNs affects the inner and outer
regions equivalently. The thermal energy released in the inner
region might be quickly balanced by the H I inflow from the
outer, causing the overall reduction of ρHI.
In SIMBA, the trend of Dlog MHI with distance to galactic

center is contrary to that of TNG. The H I gas in the inner
region is less changed with SFR, which is also seen in the H I
density profiles of Figure 5. For a given distance to galactic
center, there is a trend that galaxies with more massive MBH

show a slightly weaker dependence of Dlog MHI on SFR. It is
likely related to the smaller mass loading factor of outflows in
the jet-mode kinetic feedback (Davé et al. 2019). Similar to
TNG, the effect of fedd is also very weak for QGs in SIMBA.
Even for the SFGs, there is no strong differences between high

Figure 5. The 3D H I mass density profile ρHI(r/Rhalf) for TNG (left) and SIMBA (right), where the distance to galaxy center r is scaled by the corresponding stellar
half-mass radius Rhalf. SFGs and QGs with M* � 109.5 M☉ are represented by blue circles and red squares, respectively. We show the median values along with the
20th–80th percentile ranges. The 3D H2 mass density profiles in TNG are also included in the left panel, shown as blue solid (SFGs) and red dotted (QGs) lines. The
vertical dashed line in each panel indicates the position of r = 2Rhalf, which is used to compute the gas masses within the galaxy radii.
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and low fedd, because the high-accretion mode feedback is also
expressed as kinetic energy release.

The behavior of H2 gas is very similar to H I in TNG, as
shown in the top panels of Figure 8. The dependence of MH2

on
MBH is slightly stronger. It is related to the fact that H2 gas
distribution is more concentrated than for H I (as it is formed in
higher-density regions) and thus more affected by AGN
feedback. However, in SIMBA, there is no any strong
dependence of the Dlog SFR–D Mlog H2

relation on MBH, fedd,
or the aperture size used for calculating MH2

, since the SFR in

SIMBA is directly measured from H2 gas as SFR rµ H
1.5

2
. In this

sense, the H I gas is less correlated with SFR, as they should be
converted to H2 before forming stars, mimicking the observa-
tions (Bigiel et al. 2008; Leroy et al. 2008). While the H I/H2

modeling methods in TNG is different. The star formation in
TNG is based on the total neutral hydrogen gas density (nH)
and fH2

is derived from post-processing.
As the gas masses within 2Rhalf are more reasonable

quantities to reflect the effect of AGN feedback, we will focus
on the corresponding values in the following. In Figure 9, we

show the dependence of D Mlog RHI,2 half
(top panels),

D Mlog RH ,22 half
(middle panels), andDlog SFR (bottom panels)

on MBH (left columns) and fedd (right columns), for both TNG
and SIMBA. The SFR starts to drop below the main sequence
whenMBH increases above the input threshold values for jet- or
kinetic-mode AGN feedback. The transition from radiative to
jet modes is accompanied with the smaller fedd, along with the
decreasing of MHI and MH2

. For QGs with D <log SFR −1,
there is only weak dependence of D Mlog RHI,2 half

and
D Mlog RH ,22 half

on fedd, while they both continue to decrease
with increasing MBH. We also note that both MHI,2Rhalf

and
MH2,2Rhalf

in TNG decrease with MBH even before the kinetic-
mode feedback kicks in, when galaxies are still on the SFMS. It
supports the idea that cumulative, rather than instantaneous,
AGN feedback drives the quenching.
The complex correlation among MBH, fedd, and SFR makes it

not straightforward to use correlation coefficients for investi-
gating the dominant driver of gas depletion and quenching.
Piotrowska et al. (2022) applied the random forest analysis in
SDSS galaxies and several hydrodynamical simulations

Figure 6. Distribution of galaxies as a function ofMBH and fedd for TNG (left) and SIMBA (right). The blue and red contours show the distributions of SFGs and QGs,
respectively. The contour levels are the 50th and 90th percentiles. The galaxy distributions are color coded by D Mlog HI (top panels) andD Mlog H2

(bottom panels),
respectively. The demarcation lines for different AGN feedback modes are displayed as dotted lines. The orange solid line in the right panel shows the position of
fedd = 0.02 where the maximal ejection velocity is achieved.
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(including Illustris and TNG). They concluded that black hole
mass is the most predictive parameter for the change of SFR.
The dependence of SFR on MBH becomes much weaker when
accounting for its correlation with MBH. It complements our
analysis here that the cold gas depletion is also driven by
the black hole growth. The three parameters of MHI,2Rhalf

(or
MH2,2Rhalf

), SFR, and MBH would evolve altogether to form the
results shown in Figures 7 and 8 (Cui et al. 2021).

3.5. Connection to the Central Stellar Surface Density

It has been found in G21 that the H I reservoir will decrease
with the central stellar surface density within 1 kpc (denoted as
Σ1), as µ S-MHI 1

2 when galaxies start to quench. It is
explained as a signature of quenching driven by the compaction
events (Dekel & Burkert 2014; Zolotov et al. 2015) in G21. In
this scenario, a violent disk instability caused by the intense
cold gas inflow would result in the creation of dense cores,
which then give rises to a phase of high SFRs (Dekel &
Burkert 2014). The rapid consumption of cold gas into stars,
along with the gas outflow due to efficient stellar feedback,
could cause the dramatic decrease of the cold gas reservoir. In
the meantime, the gas inflow also promotes the growth of the
central black hole, which would lead to the cold gas depletion
with energetic AGN feedback. The decrease of the cold gas
surface density also helps stabilize the disk that potentially
prevents the gas from forming stars. When the host halos of
galaxies grow beyond a typical mass of 1012M☉, the virial

shock heating will further take effect to shut down the cold
gas supply, causing the starvation (see more discussions
in G21). Chen et al. (2020) proposed a phenomenological
model in which the black hole growth in star-forming galaxies
scales with Σ1 as µ SMBH 1

1.76. It predicts that the majority
of the black hole mass assembly happens when galaxies are in
the compact star-forming phase, which would then drive the
quenching. It is not yet clear which mechanism plays the
dominant role in the galaxy quenching, but agreement has been
reached that compactness is a necessary, though not sufficient,
condition for the quenching to happen (Cheung et al. 2012;
Fang et al. 2013; Zolotov et al. 2015; Barro et al. 2017).
We employ the TNG50-1 (hereafter TNG50) simulation to

investigate the correlation between Σ1 and H I gas, since its
gravitational softening length is only 288 pc, compared to
738 pc in TNG100-1 (Pillepich et al. 2019). We directly
calculate Σ1 in TNG50 by rotating the axes of galaxies to the
face-on direction according to the moment of stellar inertia
tensor within 2Rhalf and summing up all stellar particles within
the projected distance of 1 kpc. We show the dependence of Σ1

on M* (left) and MBH (right) in Figure 10. The black symbols
with errors indicate the median Σ1 for SFGs, which is defined
as the Σ1 main sequence, Σ1,MS. The blue dashed line
represents the best-fitting observational measurements of Σ1,

MS in G21 ( S = +Mlog 0.81log 0.6071,MS * ). The measure-
ments in TNG50 are consistent with the observation that Σ1 is
generally increasing with M*, and those massive QGs

Figure 7. The relation betweenDlog SFR andD Mlog HI for TNG (upper panels) and SIMBA (bottom panels). The galaxy samples are separated into two MBH (left)
and fedd (right) bins, shown as different colors. The filled circles and squares are for the total H I mass MHI as in Figure 4, while solid and dotted lines represent the
corresponding H I mass measurements within 2Rhalf and Rhalf, denoted as MHI,2Rhalf

and MHI,Rhalf
, respectively.
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(represented by crosses) typically have higher Σ1 than their
star-forming counterparts.

Although Σ1,MS in TNG50 is systematically higher than the
observation of G21 by about 0.6 dex (as also seen similarly in
Varma et al. 2022), they have a very similar slope of 0.81. It
makes the simulation and observation more comparable when
we define the relative difference to Σ1,MS as

( )D S = S - Slog log log , 211 1 1,MS

similar to the definition of Dlog SFR above.
Compared to the scattered Σ1–M* distribution, the relation

between Σ1 and MBH is much tighter, with Σ1∝MBH. The
average scatter in Σ1 is only 0.08 dex for MBH> 107.2M☉,
which means that Σ1 is an excellent indicator of MBH for
massive galaxies in TNG50, supporting the model of Chen
et al. (2020). However, the slope predicted by the theoretical
model of Chen et al. (2020) is around S µ M1 BH

0.568, and the
scatter there is also much larger. It indicates that the black hole
mass growth with the stellar density is much slower in TNG50.

In the Σ1–M* relation, the scatter is largely caused by the
additional dependence of Σ1 on SFR, with QGs having higher
Σ1 (see, e.g., Fang et al. 2013; Barro et al. 2017). Therefore, the
tight correlation between Σ1 and MBH implies that the
dependence of Σ1 on SFR stems from the black hole growth.

Similar to Figure 9, we show in Figure 11 the dependences
of ΔlogMHI,2Rhalf

, D Mlog RH ,22 half
, and Dlog SFR on D Slog 1.

The measurements in TNG50 (filled circles) are compared with
the observations of xGASS (Catinella et al. 2018) for MHI,
xCOLD GASS (Saintonge et al. 2017) for MH2

, and G21 for

SFR. We obtain the Σ1 measurements for galaxies in xGASS
and xCOLD GASS by matching with the galaxy sample
of G21. We use the H I measurements of xGASS instead
of G21, as the H I stacking in G21 is not made explicitly for the
D Slog 1 bins. We also note that the observational measure-
ments of xGASS and xCOLD GASS are for the total MHI

and MH2
.

The H I line fluxes in xGASS were observed using the
Arecibo telescope with a beam size of 3 5 (Catinella
et al. 2010, 2018), while the H2 measurements in xCOLD
GASS were inferred from the CO(1–0) line luminosity using
the IRAM 30m telescope with a beam size of 22″ (Saintonge
et al. 2017). The H2 gas is primarily located in the ISM, but the
distribution of H I gas can be more extended in the galactic
halo. Integrated measurements of MHI and MH2

are thus
evaluated at different aperture sizes, which might not
correspond to relevant scales in the simulations. Given that
both the total H I and H2 mass functions, as well as their density
profiles, in simulations are in reasonable agreement with
observations (Diemer et al. 2019; Davé et al. 2020), fair
comparisons should be made between observations and the
overall measurements of H I and H2. However, as shown in the
previous figures, the trends using the measurements within
2Rhalf agree much better with observations, which would then
better reflect the inherent physics. Similar comparisons based
on the H I estimates within optical disks have been presented in
Wang et al. (2020).
These measurements in TNG50 are in good agreement with

observations, except that the decreasing trend of SFR with Σ1

is much shallower in TNG50, which is likely caused by

Figure 8. Similar to Figure 7, but for the H2 gas. We also show the observational measurements of xCOLD GASS for comparison.
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resolution effects and the poorer sampling of massive galaxies
(Donnari et al. 2021). These dependences on D Slog 1 are very
similar to those on MBH presented in Figure 9, which further
suggests that the observed decrease of MHI, MH2

, and SFR with

increasing Σ1 is a reflection of the black hole growth. However,
if we instead useD Mlog HI andD Mlog H2

in TNG50 (shown as
the squares), the dependences on Σ1 would become much
weaker, similar to the results shown in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 9. Dependences ofΔlogMHI,2Rhalf
(top panels),D Mlog RH ,22 half

(middle panels), andDlog SFR (bottom panels) onMBH (left columns) and fedd (right columns),
for TNG (blue circles) and SIMBA (red squares).

Figure 10. Distribution of Σ1 as functions of M* (left panel) and MBH (right panel) in TNG50. QGs are showed as red crosses in each panel. The black symbols with
errors in the left indicate the Σ1,MS for SFGs in TNG50. The blue dashed line represents the best-fitting observational measurements of Σ1,MS in G21
( S = +Mlog 0.81log 0.6071,MS * ). The probability distribution of all galaxies is represented by the logarithmic color scales.
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We also compare galaxy distributions in the Σ1–fedd plane
and find very weak correlation between the two, which is a
result of the tight correlation between Σ1 and MBH, as well as
the weak correlation between MBH and fedd, as expected from
Figure 6. Combining all the results above, it suggests that the
cumulative energy release from the black hole growth is the
dominant reason driving the cold gas depletion and galaxy
quenching. The observations of the cold gas content can then
be used to constrain the AGN feedback mechanisms.

4. Discussion

4.1. Post-processing Versus On-the-fly Methods

As the decomposition of total neutral hydrogen into H I and
H2 is very different in TNG and SIMBA, caution should be
taken when interpreting the cause of quenching. More
specifically, MH2

is post-processed in TNG from multiplying
the neutral hydrogen mass in each gas cell by the molecular
fraction fH2

in Equation (5) using the input SFR, which is also
determined from the neutral hydrogen density (nH). In this
sense, neither H I nor H2 is directly responsible for the change
of SFR. The density distributions of H I and H2 in TNG are
quite similar, as shown in Figure 5. All other measurements of
H I and H2 for TNG galaxies in Figures 7–9 have similar trends
as well.

However, the H I and H2 masses are independently modeled
in SIMBA and calculated on-the-fly with the simulation run.
The decrease of SFR is simply caused by the reduction of
molecular gas content (Equation (8)), as manifested in the
bottom panels of Figures 8 for the H2 masses measured in
different aperture sizes. It is then possible that the star
formation could be quenched while there is still relatively
abundant H I gas by reducing the conversion efficiency from
H I to H2. It is the case in inner regions (within Rhalf) of QGs
in SIMBA, where QGs with very low SFRs can have similar
MHI,Rhalf

as the SFGs, as seen in Figures 5, 7, and 8.
To conclude, for a given gas cell in TNG, its low SFR is

caused by the low nH, which indicates both low H I and H2

masses. However, in SIMBA, it only infers a low H2 mass of
the gas cell, which does not necessarily have a low H I mass.
Such differences in the modeling methods of H I and H2 gas
can sometimes cause a misinterpretation of the results and
should be treated with care.

4.2. AGN Feedback Mechanisms

Despite the different models of black hole growth and
feedback in TNG and SIMBA, the shapes of their H I gas
density profiles for SFGs are quite similar, as seen in Figure 5.
The apparent differences in the density profiles of QGs are
mainly caused by the kinetic feedback mechanisms.
In the kinetic mode of TNG, the feedback energy is injected

as a momentum boost to the gas cells within ∼2.2 kpc at z= 0
(Zinger et al. 2020). However, as shown in Weinberger et al.
(2017), each energy injection event has a random direction.
The injection events occur when the accumulated kinetic
feedback energy exceeds a given threshold, and thus the gas
within the feedback region can be accelerated to several tens of
thousands of kilometers per second. But a coherent gas outflow
cannot be built up with the frequent change of energy injection
direction. As a result, the kinetic energy is quickly dissipated
into thermal energy and heats up the inner gas through shocks
within ∼1Myr (Weinberger et al. 2017). The H I density is
then significantly lower approaching the centers of quenched
galaxies as in Figure 5. The trend with H2 is also quite similar.
Unlike TNG, SIMBA adopts bipolar injection of the kinetic

feedback, i.e., the gas elements surrounding the black holes are
ejected parallel to the angular momentum of the inner disks
(∼256 nearest gas elements). Although the full jet speed can
reach 8000 km s−1, the collimated wind outflow only affect a
small region of �1 kpc (Davé et al. 2019), which then reduces
a small fraction of cold gas in the galactic center. Since the
injection direction is typically stable over the galaxy dynamical
timescale of tens to hundreds of megayears, the consistent jet
energy input will sphericalize at large scales via the hydro-
dynamical interactions with the CGM gas and keep the halo gas
hot. It thus explains the different behaviors of the H I density
profiles in SIMBA with respect to TNG. The QGs in SIMBA
still have similar H I densities as the SFGs in the inner regions,
while their H I densities are significantly reduced at the outer.
As shown in Appleby et al. (2020), if we set a cold gas density
threshold for efficient star formation, SFGs in SIMBA would
apparently have more spatially extended star formation
than QGs.
When we consider the role that AGN feedback plays in the

relation between SFR and H I gas, the weak dependence of the
SFR–MHI,2Rhalf

relation on MBH and fedd in Figures 7 and 8 does
not necessarily mean that AGN feedback is not driving galaxy
quenching in TNG and SIMBA. It just reflects that the global
star formation law, i.e., the dependence of the SFR on the H I

Figure 11. Similar to Figure 9, but for the dependences of ΔlogMHI,2Rhalf
, D Mlog RH ,22 half

, and Dlog SFR on D Slog 1 in TNG50. The measurements of TNG50
(circles) are compared with the observations of xGASS, xCOLD GASS, and G21. We also show the corresponding measurements of MHI and MH2

in TNG50 as the
squares for comparison.
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reservoir, is not significantly affected by AGN feedback. The
quenching from AGN feedback works by depleting the H I,
which thereby reduces the star formation. The effect of AGN
feedback will then not show up in the SFR–MHI relation, as
long as the instantaneous energy release is not very high and
the AGN activity timescale is much smaller than that of star
formation (Guo et al. 2022). It explains the lack of strong
evidence in the H I and H2 masses of AGN and non-AGN hosts
in observations (Fabello et al. 2011; Geréb et al. 2015;
Saintonge et al. 2017; Ellison et al. 2019; Shangguan
et al. 2020).

In both simulations, SFGs are dominated by the thermal or
radiative AGN modes, while QGs are mostly in the kinetic or
jet modes. The kinetic mode is operating with high MBH and
low MBH, i.e., low fedd. Thus, the Eddington ratio fedd is an
indicator for the instantaneous AGN luminosity LAGN at a
given MBH, since LAGN is proportional to MBH. The black hole
mass MBH represents the cumulative energy release into the
surrounding gas, as it is the time integral of MBH. Our results
confirm that the cumulative energy released from AGN
activities rather than the instantaneous feedback would reduce
the cold gas reservoir and quench the galaxies. It is consistent
with the previous finding that quenched massive galaxies are
associated with a higher integrated energy output from the
black holes, while the star-forming and gas-rich galaxies more
likely host high-fedd AGNs (Ward et al. 2022).

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate the cold gas content of star-
forming and quenched central galaxies at z= 0 in three
hydrodynamical simulations, Illustris, TNG, and SIMBA. By
comparing simulations with the observed stacked H I masses
of G21 and H2 masses from xCOLD GASS, we find that the
observed cold gas properties can be used to effectively
constrain the AGN feedback models in simulations, with
SIMBA showing the best agreement with observations. We
conclude that the cumulative AGN feedback (as traced by black
hole mass) is the main force driving the cold gas depletion and
thus causes galaxy quenching, but the detailed quenching
mechanisms vary for different simulations. Our results are
summarized as follows.

(i) Illustris generally does not agree with the observational
MHI–M* relation. It predicts a weak dependence of MHI on M*
for SFGs and significantly underpredicts MHI for QGs, which is
caused by its less effective quasar-mode AGN feedback and too
efficient radio-mode feedback.

(ii) TNG improves upon Illustris by increasing the coupling
efficiency in the quasar mode and replacing the radio mode
with the kinetic feedback, thus showing better agreement with
the H I observations. However, it still overpredicts MHI for both
the massive star-forming and quenched galaxies. This is clearly
shown in the SFR–MHI relation (Figure 4), where the total MHI

only marginally decreases by less than 0.2 dex as the SFR
decreases. But as seen from the H I density distributions
(Figure 5), the overall effect of kinetic feedback in TNG is to
redistribute the cold gas from the inner regions to the outer.

(iii) SIMBA agrees best with the H I and H2 observations, by
using a two-mode black hole accretion model and a combined
kinetic and X-ray feedback mechanism. Unlike the case in
TNG, the H I density distribution smoothly increases toward
the galaxy centers for both SFGs and QGs, with QGs having
significantly reduced cold gas masses in the CGM.

(iv) When we only consider the cold gas masses within the
stellar radii (i.e., MHI,2Rhalf

and MHI,2Rhalf
), both TNG and

SIMBA have very similar decreasing trends of cold gas masses
with reduced SFRs (Figures 7 and 8), also in good agreement
with observations. More importantly, the global star formation
law of Dlog SFR–D Mlog HI (or D Mlog H2

) is not significantly
affected by AGN feedback. By comparing the effects of MBH

and fedd, we find that the galaxy quenching is generally
achieved by the gradual depletion of cold gas (in the centers for
TNG and CGM for SIMBA) due to the cumulative energy
release from the AGN activities. But there is an apparent
feature of instantaneous cold gas depletion for SFGs in the
high-accretion state (i.e., high fedd) in the TNG model, likely
caused by the efficient quasar-mode feedback.
(v) We measure Σ1 in the high-resolution TNG50-1

simulation and find a very tight correlation between Σ1 and
MBH, with an average scatter of 0.08 dex for MBH> 107.2M☉.
We also find that the relations of Δlog MHI,2Rhalf

–D Slog 1 and
ΔlogMH2

,2Rhalf–D Slog 1 from TNG50 are in very good
agreement with those from observations. It suggests that the
observed decreasing trend of the cold gas masses with
increasing Σ1 (G21) is very likely driven by the growth of
central black holes.
In conclusion, the masses of cold gas, as well as its

distribution in galaxies, provide strong constraints on AGN
feedback models in the current hydrodynamical simulations. In
the three simulation models investigated in this paper, galaxy
quenching is caused by the combined effects of cumulative
AGN feedback from the central black hole growth and the
subgrid models of star formation.
The kinetic feedback mechanism in TNG is too weak to

repel enough cold gas far away from the central galaxies,
causing large discrepancies with the cold gas observations. But
the feedback models in SIMBA are not necessarily correct, as
seen from some discrepancies with other observations (Davé
et al. 2020). Future H I and H2 surveys, e.g., WALLABY
(Koribalski et al. 2020), Apertif (Verheijen et al. 2008), and
CRAFTS (Li et al. 2018), at higher redshifts and over larger
volumes will provide an excellent data set to examine these
AGN feedback models.
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Appendix
HI /H2 Transition Models in TNG

TNG and Illustris adopt five different H I to H2 transition
models, i.e., Leroy et al. (2008; hereafter L08), Gnedin &
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Kravtsov (2011; hereafter GK11), Krumholz (2013; hereafter
K13), Gnedin & Draine (2014; hereafter GD14) and Sternberg
et al. (2014; hereafter S14). To investigate the effects of different
models on our results, we show the comparisons on definitions of
HIMS and H2MS (Figure 12), the relation betweenD Mlog HI and
Dlog SFR (Figure 13), and dependences of H I and H2 gas within
2Rhalf on MBH and fedd (Figure 14). The L08 model is not shown
in Figure 14 due to the lack of H I and H2 density profiles in the
public release of TNG.

As we see, there is no strong effect of different transition
models on our results, especially for the H I gas. The influence
of different models is slightly stronger for H2 as shown in
Figure 13, with the L08 and S14 models predicting slightly
lower MH2 for QGs. Thus, our conclusion of the quenching
mechanisms in TNG is not affected by the different transition
models. It is consistent with our previous discussion that
neither H I or H2 is directly related to the change of SFR in
TNG, but rather the total neutral hydrogen density.

Figure 12. The trends of HIMS (left panel) and H2MS (right panel) for five H I /H2 transition models in TNG. Compared to Figure 3, we show the K13 model, which
we used in this paper, as filled circles as fiducial data. The black solid line, green dotted line, purple dashed line, and red dashed–dotted line represent
the GD14, GK11, L08, and S14 models, respectively.

Figure 13. Relation between ΔlogSFR and ΔlogMHI (left panel) and DlogMH2
(right panel) for five H I /H2 transition models in TNG. Labels are the same as in

Figure 12. Similar to Figure 4, we show G21 and xCOLD GASS observational data for comparison.
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